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HYDROLOGIC DESIGN OF CUL VERTsa
 
By Ven Te Chow,l M.. ASCE
 
A simple and practical method is presented to determine the peak discharge 
from small rural watersheds used in the design of waterway openings of cul­
verts or other small drainage structures.. 
For practical applications, a design chart for the method is given for small 
watersheds of less than 6,000 acres under climatic and physiographic condi­
tions in Illtnois, The method is illustrated by an actual example .. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the design of a culvert, the aim of the hydrologic design is to determine 
the peak discharge that could be handled safely and economically by the culvert, 
The hydrologic design is then followed by a hydraulic design to determine the 
size and shape of the culvert to accommodate, hydraulically, the design dis­
charge.. Hydrologic design is a process that uses hydrologic data and works 
on the principles of hydrology, whereas hydraulic design utilizes hydraulic 
coefficients and follows the laws of hydraulics.. 
For the design of culverts and other small drainage structures on farm 
lands or along highways and railroads, the peak discharges under considera­
tion are mainly those from small rural watersheds, Hydrologic investigations 
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indicate that there is a significant difference in hydrologic behavior between 
the small and the large watershed.. 2 A small watershed is very sensitive both 
to high-intensity rainfalls of short duration and to land use, whereas a large 
watershed has pronounced effects from channel storage to suppress such sensi­
tivities.. Strictly, this difference cannot depend on the size of the watershed as 
the only factor, because two watersheds of the same size mayfrequentlybehave 
entirely differently, from the hydrologic viewpoint, For practical purposes, 
however, the watersheds are -classified according to size, and the small water­
shed considered in this study is taken as less than 6,000 acres .. 
Many methods have been developed and used for the determination of design 
discharges of small watersheds .. Some of the methods combine the hydrologic 
and hydraulic design into one step, by which the waterway area of a culvert is 
estimated dir-ectly, From a survey of available literature, the existing methods 
may be classified into the following categories: 
( 1) Method of Judgment, By this method, the determination of design dis- 'I 
charges or waterway areas is dependent on practical experience and individual 
judgment.. 
(2) Method of Classification and Diagnosis, By this method, drainage areas 
are classified and prescribed for different sizes and kinds of openings, the 
limits for each opening allowing variations to be made according to local con­
ditions, topography, slopes, soil, rainfall, and so forth, Determination is made 
on the basis of such information.. 
(3) Method of Empirical Rules.. An empirical rule of thumb is developed 
to replace [udgment, . 
(4) Methods of Formulas, By this method, a simple formula is developed 
to determine the waterway area.. A widely used formula, for example, is the 
Talbot formula, 3 originally developed by Arthur N.. Talbot at the University of 
Illtnots, Urbana, IlL 
(5) Method of Tables and Curves.. Instead of formulas, tables and curves 
are prepared to serve the same purpose, The Dun table4 is a prominent ex­
ample.. 
(6) Method of Direct Observattons, The method involves conducting care­
ful field surveys of drainage area and stream characteristics and then making 
a precise hydrologic analysis and hydraulic study, Determination is made on 
the basis of the knowledge thus obtained, 
(7) The Rational Method.. This is the method that uses the well-known ra­
tional formulafor the determination of discharge .. ·This formula was first pre­
sented5 in American literature by Emil Kuichling.. 
(8) Method of Correlating Factors. This method involves the correlation 
of important hydrologic factors. The result .may be represented by a formula 
2 "Report of the Committee on Runoff, 1955-56,'" by Ven Te Chow, Chairman, and 
Committee, Transactions, Amer , Geophysical Union, Vol. 38, No.3, June, 1957, p. 379. 
3 "The Determination of Water-way for Bridges and Culverts,'" by A. N. Talbot, 
Selected Papers of the Civil Engineers' Club, Technograph No.2, Univ. of illinois, Ur­
bana, Ill., 1887-8, p. 14. 
4 "Symposium on Methods of Determining the Size of Waterway for Bridges and Cul­
verts," by G. H. Bremner, James Dun, J. W. Alvord, A. N. Talbot, and others, Journal, 
Western Soc. of Civ. Engrs., Vol. 11, April, 1906, p. 137. 
5 "The Relation Between the Rainfall and the Discharge of Sewers in Populous Dis­
tricts," by Emil Kuichling, Transactions, ASCE, Vol, 20, 1889, p. 1. 
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or by a nomograph for practical applications. The Cook method, 6,7 developed 
by Howard L. Cook and later modified by M.. M. Culp, M. ASCE, and others 
the Bureau of Public Roads method,Band Potter's multiple correlation methode 
are examples. 
(9) Method of Hydrograph Syntheses, By this method, the hydrograph theo­
ry is applied to hydrologic data to derive a synthetic hydrograph for design 
purposes. Such methods have been developed by the Agricultural Research 
Service10 and the Soil Conservation Service (SCS), 11 both of the U. S. Dept. of 
Agriculture. The proposed method to be described subsequently in this paper 
belongs to 1::his category. 
Notation. -Letter symbols adopted for use in this paper are defined where 
they first appear and are listed alphabetically for convenience of reference in 
the Appendix.. 
FACTORS AFFECTING RUNOFF 
By the hydrologic interpretation, the runoff from a watershed may be con­
sidered as a product in the hydrologic CYCle, which is influenced .by two major 
groups of factors: Climatic factors and physiographic factors. Climatic fac­
tors include, mainly, the effects of rain, snow, and evapotranspiration, all of 
which exhibit seasonal changes in accordance with the climatic environment. 
Physiographic factors may be further classified into two kinds: Basin charac­
teristics and channel characteristics .. Basin characteristics include such fac­
tors as size, shape, and slope of drainage area, permeability and capacity of 
ground water reservoirs, presence of lakes and swamps, land use, and so forth, 
Channel characteristics are related, for the most part, to hydraulic properties 
of the channel that govern the movement and configuration of flood waves and 
develop the storage capacity. It should be noted that the above classification 
of factors is by no means exact because many factors are, to a certain extent, 
interdependent. For clarity, the major factors may be outlined as followse 
I.	 Climatic Factors
 
A .. Rainfall
 
1.	 Intensity 
2.	 Duration 
3.	 Time distribution 
t 
4.. Areal distribution 
:( 5. Frequency 
J 6.	 Geographic location 
B. Snow 
t 
'.:, C. Evapotranspiration 
6 "Stock-water Development: Wells, Springs, and Ponds," Farmer's Bulletin No. 1859, 
U. S.	 Dept. of Agric., 1940, p. 39. 
7 "Engineering Handbook," U. S. Dept. of Agric., Milwaukee Office, Milwaukee, Wis.,J 1942. 
8 "Peak Discharge for Highway Drainage Design," by Carl F. Izzard, Transactions, 
ASeE, VoL 119, 1954, p. 1005. 
9 "Use of Indices in Estimating Peak Rates of Runoff," by William D. Potter, Public 
Roads, VoL 28, No.1, April, 1954, p. 1. 
10 "Hydrograph Synthesis for Small Arid-land Watersheds," by R. B. Hickok, R. V. 
Keppel, and B. R. Rafferty, Agricultural Engineering, VoL 40, No.10, October, 1959, p. 
608 and p. 615. 
11 "Hydrology," Engineering Handbook, Supplement A, Sect. 4, U. S. Dept. of Agric., 
scs, 1957. 
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II.	 Physiographic Factors 
A.	 Basin characteristics
 
1.. Geometric factors
 
(a)	 Drainage area 
(b)	 Shape 
(c)	 Slope 
(d) Stream density
 
2.. Physical factors
 
(a)	 Land use or cover 
(b)	 Surface infiltration condition 
(c)	 Soil type 
(d)	 Geological condition, such as the permeability and capacity 
of ground water reservoir 
(e)	 Topographical condition, such as the presence of lakes and 
swamps 
B.	 Channel characteristics 
1.. Carrying capacity, considering size and shape of cross section, 
slope, and roughness
 
2.. Storage capacity
 
For the development of the method presented herein, a comprehensive in­
vestigation was made to evaluate the preceding factors. As a result of this 
investigation, itwas possible to determine those factors that influence the value 
of the design discharge to a significant extent, from an engineering point of 
view, They included the intensity, duration, frequency and geographical varia­
tion of rainfall, basin area, channel length and slope, soil type, land use, and 
surface condltion, Only these factors were used to analyze available data by 
the hydrologic principles, and the analysis led to the development of the pro­
posed method, . 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD 
An intensive study of many existing methods and a survey of the 1953 prac­
tice of culvert design, made by the author, reveal that a desirable method for 
the determination of peak discharge should satisfy the following requirements: 
1.. It should consider the major climatic conditions in the area of the given !
I 
watershed.. t 
2.. It should consider the major physiographic conditions in the area of the 
given watershed.. 
3... It should consider a definite design frequency or a limiting design con­
dition, 
4.. It should be based on sound and simple hydrologic principles so that the 
practicing engineer may use it with confidence and understanding.. 
50 It should be simple and practical so that a beginner may use it readily 
with ease .. 
6.. It should depend less on personal judgment and more on logical proce­
dure so that the result will be relatively consistent among determinations by 
different individuals.. 
In order to satisfy the preceding requirements as much as possible, a method 
has been derived that is based on unit hydrograph synthesis, The method uti­
,., 
r 
! 
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lizes the principle of unit hydrographs; although it was originally developed 
for large watersheds, many investigators10, 12, 13 have subsequently shown that 
it is also applicable to small watersheds .. It is known that there are some ex­
ceptional cases that do not support the use of unit hydrographs for small water­
sheds, but in the majority of cases, the results obtained are acceptable within 
practical limits of error .. The method of unit hydrographs is, therefore, con­
sidered practical also for small watersheds, The development of the method 
will now be described.. 
Considering a continuous rainfall excess of a rate of 1 inch per t hours, the 
equilibrium direct discharge from a watershed of A acres is equal to L008 A/t 
cubic feet per second, The coefficient 10008 simply converts inch-acres per 
hour to cubic feet per second, The resulting hydrograph takes the form shown 
in Fig.. 1(a) 0 
For a duration of rainfall excess of t hours, the unit hydrograph may be de­
rived by the principle of superposition, as shown in Ftgs, l(b) and (c), In 
Ftg, 1(b) the hydrograph fer the continuous rainfall excess in Ftg, 1(a) is off­
set forward for a time equal to t hours, By definition and the principle of su­
perposition, the unit hydrograph is represented by the difference between the 
initial and the offset hydrograph, The resulting unit hydrograph is given in 
Ftg, 1(c), The peak discharge in cubic feet per second of the unit hydrograph 
is indicated by Po From the unit hydrograph thus developed a peak-reduction 
factor Z may be defined as the ratio of the peak discharge to the equilibrium 
direct discharge, or 
Pt
Z = 1 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. .. 0 .. .. .. .. 0 .. 0 (1)
 
0008 
In Ffg, l(c) the lag time tp is the time interval in hours between the center of 
mass of rainfall excess and the resulting runoff peak, 
The direct peak 'discharge from a watershed may be computed as a product 
of the rainfall excess and the peak discharge of the unit hydrograph, or 
Q = Re Po.. 0 (2).. 0 0 0 0 .. " .. " .. " .. .. 0 .. .. 0 
in which He describes the rainfall excess in inches for a given duration of t 
hours, and P is the unit hydrograph peak in cubic feet per second per inch, of 
direct runoff for the duration of t hours of rainfall excess, From Eq .. 1, 
P = 1..008 A Z (3)0000 •• 00000009000Qt 
Substituting Eq.. 3 in Eq.. 2, 
1..008 Re A Z Q = t .... .. 000 0 " .. 0 (4)0 0 0 000 
In this expression the factor 10 008 Re/t may be replaced by the product of two 
factors, X and Y.. The factor X is a runoff factor, representing 
x = (5);0 
12 "The Unit Hydrograph Principle Applied to Small Watersheds," by E. F. Brater, 
Transactions, ASCE, Vol. 105, 1940, p. 1154. 
13 "Synthetic Unit Hydrographs for Small Watersheds," by Don M. Gray, Proceedings, 
ASCE, Vol. 87, No. HY 4, July, 1961, p. 33. !!stz !!sre:::e:::.::,;,·?, ::if)·o·.~:-\ 
Un1\,"ers1t~T of Il:'ino.i.::.. 
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in which Reo is the rainfall excess in inches at a given geographical location, 
taken as a base location, being adjusted for the effect of variable rainfall dis­
tribution is the duration of t hours .. The factor Y is a climatic factor .. As­
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suming Re/Reo = WRo, this factor represents 
y = 1.008 R (6)
Ro 
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in which R denotes the total rainfall in inches in duration t hours at the location 
investigated, and He refers to the rainfall in inches in duration t hours at the 
base location.. Consequently, Eq.. 2 may be written as 
Q = A X Y Z 0 (7)e 
If the base flow at the time of the peak discharge is Qb, then the design peak 
discharge is 
Qd = Q + ~ .... 0 .. 0 0 .. 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 .. .. (8 )
 
The factors involved in the proposed formula, Eq.. 7, will be examined sub­
sequently, 
THE RUNOFF FACTOR 
The factors affecting runoff considered in the proposed method may be di­
vided into two groups, One group directly affects the amount of rainfall excess 
or direct runoff, and it consists mainly of land use, surface condition, soil type, 
and the amount and duration of rainfall, The other group affects the distribu­
tion of direct runoff, and it includes the size and shape of the watershed, the 
land slope, and a time measure of detention effect, such as the lag time.. -This 
distribution of direct runoff is expressed in terms of the unit hydrograph.. 
There may be a certain interdependence existing between the two groups of 
factors previously noted, This interdependence is, however, unknown, and for 
practical purposes it may be assumed that it does not affect the relationship 
between direct runoff and rainfall excess, This assumption forms the basis 
on which Eq.. 2 is established.. 
For a quantitative evaluation of the rainfall excess or direct runoff, the fol­
lowing relationship between the rainfall excess and the rainfall under different 
runoff conditions is assumed to be applicable: 
_(R_2~O+2f 
Re - 800 0 II .. 0 • • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. (9). 
R +- - 8N 
Re is the rainfall excess, in inches, R refers to the rainfall, in inches, and N 
denotes a runoff number that represents the runoff condition.. 
The re .ationship by Eq.. 9 was developed by the SCS.11 Apparently, this 
equation is applicable only when R > (200/N-2).. The runoff number in the 
equation corresponds to the hydrologic soil-cover complex number used by 
the SCS.. This number defines the hydrologic condition and shows the relative 
value of the hydrologic complexes as direct runoff producers. The value of 
the number depends on the type of soil, the land use or cover, and the surface 
condition.. It should be noted that the method of unit hydrograph synthesis is 
based. on the threshold concept of runoff, whereas the relationship represented 
by Eq.. 9 is not based on this concept, but, rather, on a concept similar to the 
use of infiltration index in separating losses from the rainfall excess that is 
commonly practiced in unit hydrograph analyses .. The use of Eq, 9 therefore 
involves an assumption, but the assumption should not affect the results ad­
versely.. 
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¢ IRUNOFF NUMBER I N C> 
COVER SURFACE CONDmON A 
SOIL 
B 
TYPE 
C D 
FALLOW STRAIGHT ROW 77 86 91 94 
ROW CROPS STRAIGHT ROW 70 80 f!7 90 
CONTOURED 67 n 83 87 
CONTOURED a TERRACED 64 73 79 82 
SMALL GRAINS STRAIGHT ROW 64 76 84 88 
CONTOURED 
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62 
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74 
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TION MEADOW 
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70 
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87 
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82 
NATIVE PASTURE POOR 68 79 86 89 
OR RANGE NORMAL 49 69 79 84 
GOOD 39 61 74 80 
CONTOURED. POOR 47 67 81 88 
CONTOURED,NORMAL 25 59 75 83 
CONTOUREO,GOOD 6 35 70 79 
MEAOOWlPERMANENTl NORMAL 30 58 71 78 
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90 
89 
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FOREST VERY SPARSE 56 75 86 91 
SPARSE 46 68 78 84 
NORMAL 36 60 70 76 
DENSE 26 52 62 69 
VERY DENSE 15 44 54 61 
IMPERVIOUS SURFIlCE 100 100 100 100 
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Considering the hydrologic condition in illinois, the soil types may be iden­
tified by a map (under "soil type» in Fig. 2) that was prepared in accordance 
with a study made at the University of llUnois. 14 On the map, the soil type is 
classified on the basis of the runoff characteristics or the permeability of the 
material. 
Type A soil has the lowest runoff potential or highest permeability. It in­
cludes such material as deep sands with very little silt and clay, and deep, 
rapidly permeable loess. 
Type B soil has a higher runoff potential, or lower permeability, than type 
A soil. It includes such material as sandy soils less deep than type A, and 
loess less deep or less aggregated than type A, but the material as a whole has 
above-average infiltration after thorough wetting .. 
Type C soil has a higher runoff potential, or lower permeability, than type 
B soil. It comprises such material as shallow soils and soils containing con­
siderable clay and colloid, although less than. those of type D.. This soil has 
below-average infiltration after pre-saturation. 
Type D soil has the highest runoff potential, or lowest permeability. It in­
cludes such material as clays of high swelling property andsome shallow soils 
with nearly impermeable subhorizons near the surface. 
When the soil has a variable textured, stratified alluvium, the soil type is 
described as "variable." 
For the present method, an average watershed hydrologic condition is as­
sumed. This condition represents the average conditions of antecedent mois­
ture content and groundwater influence during an optimum time of the year 0 In 
Fig.. 2, a table lists the runoff numbers for various soil types, land uses, and 
surface conditions" The values are based on the data used by the SCS but have 
been slightly modified to meet the condition under consideration" For soils of 
variable type, the runoff number is uncertain but may be roughly taken as the 
average of the runoff numbers of the other four types, For a watershed con­
sisting of various soil types, a weighted runoff number should be determined 
for the use of the method, 
When the runoff number is determined, the rainfall excess for a given rain­
fall for the base area may be computed by Eq.. 9, using Ro for R and Reo for 
Reo Then, the runoff factor X for duration t of the rainfall may be computed 
for the base area by Eqo 50 
Considering the rainfall condition at Urbana, TIl., as a base area, the rain­
fall frequency data obtained from a previous study at the University of Illinois15 
were used for the determination of runoff factors for various frequencies and 
durations by the above method, The result of the computations for 5-yr, 10-yr, 
25-yr, and 50-yr rainfall frequencies is shown in Fig.. 2 under "factor Xo " In 
this computation, a pattern of non-uniform distribution of rainfall in an average 
storm was assumed, By the method of unit hydrograph, it was possible to de­
termine an approximate effect of such a non-uniform distribution on the peak 
discharge obtained from an assumed uniform distribution of rainfall, The ef­
fect was estimated to result in an increase of approximately 6.0% of the peak 
14 "illinois Soil Type Descriptions," by H. L. Wascher, J. B. Fehrenbacher, R. T. 
Odell, and P. T. Veale, AG-1443, Dept. of Agronomy, Agric. Experiment Sta., Univ. of 
illinois, Urbana, ill., 1950. . 
15 "Hydrologic Studies of Urban Watersheds, Rainfall and Runoff of Boneyard Creek, 
Champaign-Urbana, illinois," by Ven Te Chow, Civil Engineering Studies, Hydraulic 
Engineering Series No. 2, Univ; of illinois, Urbana, Ill ,; November, 1952. 
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discharge. This correction was applied to the computed values of runoff fac­
tors. In the computation it was also assumed that the duration of rainfall is 
approximately equal to that of rainfall excess. 
It should be noted that instead of the use of the rainfall of certain frequen­
cies in the determination of a peak discharge for design, it is possible to use 
data of maximum rainfalls or rainfalls of certain limiting values, if these are 
available. The computation of the runoff factor may be done in a similar man­
ner, and a set of curves for factor X be prepared accordingly. The use of rain­
fall of either a given frequency or a limiting value is a matter of design policy.. 
THE CLIMATIC FACTOR 
In the preceding examination, the rainfall data at Urbana, IlL, were used 
as a basis. For locations other than Urbana, the rainfall at Urbana was con­
verted to a given location by using the ratio RIRo in the computation of the 
climatic factor defined by Eq .. 6.. In the method presented herein, the result 
of a study made by the Illinois State Water Survey16 was used to compute the 
climatic factors, as shown in Fig. 2. This study was based on the United States 
Weather Bureau's data for the 40-yr period from 1916 to 1955, recorded at 
thirty-nine stations throughout Il.linois, By this study, the entire state may be 
roughly divided into four climatic regions. The value indicated in each region 
is the average climatic factor with reference to that at Urbana. The theoreti­
cal value of the climatic factor for Urbana is 1.008, in agreement with its lo­
cation near the border between the two middle regions. Should more reliable 
data become available, greater accuracy may be obtained by expressing the 
climatic factor by tsocontours, 
THE PEAK-REDUCTION FACTOR 
The peak-reduction factor defined in Eq, 1 is, essentially, the ratio between 
the peak discharge of a unit hydrograph, due to the rainfall of a given duration, 
and the runoff of the same rainfall intensity continuing indefinitely. When the 
peak discharge of the unit hydrograph, duration of rainfall, and drainage area 
of a watershed are known, the peak-reduction factor may be computed by Eq, 
L For use in the present method, hydrologic data including fifty-three storms 
or sixty runoff peaks and covering twenty small watersheds in the Midwestern 
area (2.,79 acres to 4,580 acres) were used in the computation, Except the 
data for three watersheds in illinois that were supplied by the office of the 
Geological Survey, United States Department of the Interior (USGS), the other 
data were obtained from publications17,18 of the United States Agricultural 
Research Servrce. From these data, the peak-reduction factor was plotted 
against the ratio of duration to lag time. A smooth curve to fit the plotted data 
may be constructed as shown in Fig., 3, or under "factor Z" in Fig. 2. Theo­
retically, Fig. 1 shows that tp should not be less than t/2. Otherwise, the peak 
16 "FrequencyRelations for Storm Rainfall in illinois," by F. A. Huff and J. C. Neill, 
illinois State Water Survey Bulletin 46, 1959. 
17 "Monthly Precipitation and Runoff for Small Agricultural Watersheds in the United 
States," U. S. Dept. of Agric., Agric. Research Service, since July, 1957. 
18 "Selected Runoff Events for Small Watersheds in the United States," U. S. Dept. of 
Agric., Agric. Research Service, January, 1960. tifj"'GZ Referenoe Bo"U'm 
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discharge would occur before the end of rainfall excess .. At t =2 tp and greater, 
the hydrograph should reach and maintain a maximum value, In other words, 
Z = 1 at t/tp ~ 2.. The upper end of the curve in Fig.. 3 was, therefore, drawn 
to satisfy this condition.. 
From the data used above, the lag time was also determined, by correlation 
with the length and slope of channel, as 
o 0 0 0 0 0 Q gOO 0 0 (10) 
in which tp defines the lag time in hours, L is the length of channel in feet 
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FIG. 3.-RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN Z AND t/tp 
(measured along the channel from the gaging station to the upper end of the 
channel, and in a direct line from the upper end of the channel to the farthest 
point on the 'watershed), and S denotes the average slope of channel in percent­
age, The relation expressed by Eq.. 10 is represented by a chart in Fig.. 20 
APPLICATION OF THE METHOD
 
For the application of the method, it is necessary to establish first an ade­
quate design criterion, which is usually a matter of policy adopted by the design 
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agency.. A good policy should actually be based on an analysis of conditions of 
safety and economy, For the present purpose, a definition of the design dis­
charge may be recommended as follows: 
The design discharge is the maximum discharge that would occur un­
der the average physiographic condition of the watershed due to rainfall 
of a given frequency, or of a given limiting value, and of various dura­
tions .. 
All information necessary for the computation of a design discharge in illi­
nois is shown in the design chart, Fig.. 2.. For a watershed of given size, run­
off condition, and location, the procedure of computing the design discharge is 
as follows: 
1.. From the soil map in the design chart, determine the soil type... 
2.. From the runoff number table, determine the runoff number for the 
soil type and the given cover and surface conditions, If the watershed has 
composite soil types and cover and surface conditions, a weighted runoff num­
ber should be computed. 
3.. Assign a certain rainfall duration t. 
4. From the curves for runoff factor, determine the value of X for the 
assigned duration, the given frequency, and the runoff number0 
50 From the chart for climatic factor, determine the value of Y.. 
60 From the chart for lag time, determine the value of tp for the given 
watershed area and the length and slope of the stream.. 
70 Compute the ratio t/tpo 
80 From the curve for peak-reduction factor, determine the value of Z 
for the computed t/tpo 
9. Compute the discharge by Eq .. 7 .. 
10. Repeat the steps for other assigned durations .. 
110 Plot the computed discharges against assigned durations, By definition, 
the largest computed discharge is the design discharge, 
12.. If the stream is perennial, the base flow should be estimated and added 
to the discharge determined in the previous step, 
If a limiting value of rainfall is adopted in defining the design discharge, 
the procedure just outlined would be the same, except that in step 4 the curves 
prepared for the limiting value of the rainfall should instead be used for the 
determination of the runoff factor X, 
EXAMPLE 
The preceding procedure may be illustrated by the following example: 
Example. -Determine the design discharge for a highway culvert from the 
following data: 
Location: FA Route 14, Section IX-1; Station 802 + 25; Williamson County, 
ill 0 
Land Use: Cover-3% native pasture or range; 33% row crop; and 64%small 
grain" Surface condition-normal, straight row.. 
Basin Area: 30,,0 acres .. 
Channel length: 1,550 ft, 
Channel slope: 2.. 6%0 
Design frequency: 50 yr" 
Base flow: None.. 
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Solution.-From the given location, the following are obtained from the de­
sign chart: 
Soil type: D 
Climatic factor: Y = 1.. 10 
The runoff number for the given land use is found from the runoff number 
table in the design chart" The weighted runoff number is computed as follows: 
Land use Percentage Runoff number Product 
Native pasture 3.0% x 84 = 2.5 
Row crop 33,,0% x 90 = 29.. 7 
Small grain 64..0% x 88 = 56..4 
Sum = 88.. 6 
Say, N = 89 
For L = 1,550 ft and S = 2,,6%, the lag-time chart gives tp = 0,,19 hr, 
Now assign t =0,,10 hr, Because the design frequency is 50 yr and the run­
off number is 89, the runoff factor curves give X = 2.. 30" 
Because t = 0,,10 hr and tp :::; 0.. 19 hr, t/tp = 0.. 53.. The curve for peak­
reduction factor gives Z = 0,,41.. Thus, the discharge is 30,,0 x 2,,30 x 1,,10 
x 0..41 = 31..1 cfs.. 
The discharges for other assigned values of t may similarly be computed, 
The entire computation is shown in Table 1.. A plot of the discharge against 
the assigned t is then constructed, as shown in the accompanying figure .. The 
maximum discharge Qmax = 72 ..6 cfs, In practical applications, the value of 
Qmax may easily be estimated from the column of Q values for the assigned 
durations, and, hence, a plot of Q against t is not necessary, Also, after some 
practice, fewer assigned values of t would be necessary for the determination 
of Qmax.. 
Because the base flow is zero, the design discharge is 72,,6 + 0 = 72..6 cis" 
CONCLUSIONS 
The present investigation has led to the development of a practical proce­
dure for the determination of peak discharges for the design of culverts or 
other drainage structures on small rural watersheds.. Although the procedure 
illustrated herein was prepared for design conditions in Illtnois, the concept 
involved is universally applicable to other areas, provided that adequate data 
are available for similar analysis and development.. 
The proposed method has the following merits: 
1.. The method has an analytical basis because it is developed from valid 
hydrologic principles .. The method is rational, and the user, if he wishes, may 
follow through the procedure of the development and, thus, develop an insight 
into the principles of hydrology underlying the method.. 
2. The method is based on the available data that are applicable to the local 
conditions under consideration.. 
3. The criterion for the determination of a design discharge is clearly de­
fined.. 
--------- _._---------~. .'> 
TABLE I.-COMPUTATION OF A DESIGN DISCHARGE tIl 
.-< 
COMPUTATION 
'to HR. I·t l't p X Z Q 
0.11 0.53 2.30 0.41 31. I 
O. ~~ I. 05 2.50 0.66 54.4 
0.31 1.58 2.38 0.81 68.3 
0.6 I 3.16 1.88 1.00 62.0 
o.7~3'69 1.15 1.00 51.8 
0.8 4.21 1.62 1.00 53.5 
O.~' I 4.74 1.51 I 1.00 I 49.8 
-
I~ 5.21 I 1.41 I 1.00 I 46.5 
Q :: 12.6 + 0 12.6 CFSIII 
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4. Although the result obtained by the method may still require some pro­
fessional supervision or review for final adoption in a design, the method will 
provide a unique solution, or produce close answers by different individuals. 
5. The procedure of the method is simplified by a design chart so that prac­
ticing engineers may follow the steps and use it with great ease. 
60 The method may readily be improved by further analyses and tests with 
the accumulation of rainfall and runoff data and the field exper-ience, Because 
the method is based on analytical principles, the improvement will not change 
the basic scheme but will involve only the modification of the curves and charts 
that depend on the quantitative part of the data, 
Like most methods in scientific and engineering works, the proposed method 
has disadvantages as well as advantages. The major disadvantage is the fact 
that the design discharge thus determined is based on a given frequency of 
rainfall, instead of runoff, This shortcoming is entirely due to the lack of suit­
able data of runoff frequency for small water-sheds, The analysis of a .large 
quantity of suitable runoff data may overcome this problem in the future, 
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APPENDIX.. -NOTATION 
The following symbols adopted for use in the paper conform essentiallywith 
"American Standard Letter Symbols for Hydraulics" (ASA Zl002-1942), pre­
pared by a committee of the American Standards Association with ASeE rep­
resentation, and approved by the Association in 1942: 
A = drainage area in acres; 
L = length of channel in feet, measured along the channel from the gaging 
station to its upper end and in a direct line from the upper end of the 
channel to the farthest point on the watershed; 
= runoff number; 
= peak discharge of a unit hydrograph, in cubic feet per second; 
= discharge from drainage area, in cubic feet per second; 
= base flow at gaging station, in cubic feet per second; 
= design peak discharge, in cubic feet per second; 
= maximum peak discharge, in cubic feet per second; 
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R = rainfall, in inches, during t hours at any given location; 
Re = direct runoff or rainfall excess, in inches; 
Reo = rainfall excess in inches at a given base location, for example, Ur­
bana, ill .. ; 
Ro = rainfall, in inches, during t hours at a given base location; 
S = average channel slope, in percentage; 
t = duration of rainfall or rainfall excess, in hours; 
= lag time, in hours; that is, the time interval from center of mass of 
.~, rainfall excess to the resulting runoff peak; 
x = a runoff factor equal to Reo/t; 
y = a climatic factor equal to L008 R/Ro; and 
Z = a peak-reduction factor equal to (p t)/(1 ..008 A) .. 
